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Abstract
Limited main memory size is considered as one of the major bottlenecks in virtualization environments. Content-Based Page Sharing (CBPS) is an efficient memory deduplication technique to reduce server memory requirements, in which pages with same content are detected and shared into a single copy. As the widely used implementation of CBPS, Kernel Samepage Merging (KSM) maintains the whole memory pages into two global comparison trees (a stable tree and an unstable tree). To detect page sharing opportunities, each candidate page needs to be compared with pages already in these two large global trees. However since the vast majority of pages have different content with it, it will result in massive futile page comparisons and thus heavy overhead.

In this paper, we propose a lightweight page Classification-based Memory Deduplication approach named CMD to reduce futile page comparison overhead meanwhile to detect page sharing opportunities efficiently. The main innovation of CMD is that pages are grouped into different classifications based on page access characteristics. Pages with similar access characteristics are suggested to have higher possibility with same content, thus they are grouped into the same classification. In CMD, the large global comparison trees are divided into multiple small trees with dedicated local ones in each page classification. Page comparisons are performed just in the same classification, and pages from different classifications are never compared (since they probably result in futile comparisons). The experimental results show that CMD can efficiently reduce page comparisons (by about 68.5%) meanwhile detect nearly the same (by more than 98%) or even more page sharing opportunities.

Categories and Subject Descriptors D.4.2 [Storage Management]: Main Memory; D.4.8 [Performance]: Measurements

Keywords Memory Deduplication; Page Classification; Page Access Characteristics

1. Introduction
Cloud computing becomes increasingly popular and competitive both in industry and academia. In cloud computing, multiple virtual machines (VMs) can be collocated on a single physical server, and they can operate independently with virtualization technology [16, 25], which is promising to provide flexible allocation, migration of services, and better security isolation. In the virtualization environment, physical resources (such as processor, main memory) are managed by a software layer called hypervisor (or Virtual Machine Monitor, VMM), and the primary goal of a hypervisor is to provide efficient resource sharing among multiple co-running virtual machines.

However, as the number of VMs collocated on a physical server keeps increasing (e.g. it can collocate up to 8 virtual machines on a physical core in desktop cloud environment), meanwhile with the increasing size of working set of applications running in a virtual machine, virtualization has placed heavy pressure on memory system for larger capacity. However, since the increasing speed of main memory capacity falls behind with the demand, the limited main memory size has been considered as one of the major bottlenecks to consolidate more number of guest VMs on a hosting server [17, 22]. Memory deduplication is an efficient technique to alleviate the memory capacity bottleneck, which detects and reduces page duplication to save memory. A large volume of prior work has shown that there are great opportunities in memory deduplication, e.g. Difference Engine [17] reported absolute memory savings of 50% across VMs, and VMware [29] reported about 40% memory savings.

Content Based Page Sharing (CBPS) is one of the most widely used memory deduplication techniques to improve memory efficiency, since CBPS can be performed transparently in the hypervisor layer and it doesn’t require any mod-
ification to guest operating systems (OS). In CBPS, a memory scanner is adopted to scan memory pages of guest VMs periodically and to detect all identical pages that have same content, these identical pages can then be shared into a single physical page\textsuperscript{1}, and the redundant memory pages can be reclaimed and free back to the hypervisor. Thus CBPS can efficiently reduce the memory footprint of guest VMs and provide good opportunity to increase the number of VMs collocated on a host server.

In this paper, we mainly focus on Kernel Samepage Merging (KSM)\textsuperscript{6}, which is a widely-used implementation of CBPS, and it has been integrated into the Linux kernel archive\textsuperscript{3}. In KSM, there are two global red-black comparison trees for the whole memory pages of a hosting server, named stable tree and unstable tree respectively. The stable tree contains already shared pages with write-protected, and the unstable tree contains only pages that are not shared yet (without write-protected). In each scan round, each candidate page needs to be compared with pages already in these two large global trees to detect page sharing opportunities. We define the term futile comparison as the page content comparison of a candidate page with other pages (both in the stable tree and unstable tree), which fails to find any page with the same content. Since KSM only maintains two global comparison trees for the whole memory pages, each global tree will contain a large number of nodes (or pages), e.g. 1M nodes (4KB page) for 4GB memory. For each candidate page, it needs to be compared with a large number of uncorrelated pages in the global trees, thus it will result in massive futile page comparisons and heavy overhead. And as the page scan performs repeatedly, the number of futile page comparisons will increase proportionally.

In this paper, we propose a lightweight page Classification-based Memory Deduplication approach named CMD to reduce futile comparison overhead meanwhile to detect page sharing opportunities efficiently. In CMD, pages are grouped into different classifications based on page access characteristics. Pages with similar access characteristics are suggested to have higher possibility with same content, thus they are grouped into the same classification. And the large global comparison trees are divided into multiple trees with dedicated local ones in each classification. Page comparisons are performed just in the same classification, and pages from different classifications are never compared (since they probably result in futile comparisons).

We implement the CMD in our real experimental system. The experimental results show that, compared with the baseline KSM, the CMD can efficiently detect page sharing opportunities (by more than 98%) meanwhile reduce the number of page comparisons (by about 68.5%), and the futile comparison rate is also reduced by about 12.15% on average.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section\textsuperscript{2} introduces the background and motivation. Section\textsuperscript{3} describes the design and implementation of page classification based memory deduplication. We describe the experimental methodology in Section\textsuperscript{4} and demonstrate experimental results and discussion in Section\textsuperscript{5}. Related work and conclusion are in Section\textsuperscript{6} and Section\textsuperscript{7} respectively.

2. Background and Motivation

2.1 Kernel Samepage Merging

KSM (Kernel Samepage Merging)\textsuperscript{6} is a scanning based implementation of CBPS, which detects and shares pages with same content into a single copy. Nowadays KSM is implemented as a kernel thread, which periodically scans memory pages of guest virtual machines co-running on a hosting server. Each candidate page is compared content with pages already in the comparison trees, and then it is inserted into the global trees based on comparison result.

\textsuperscript{1} With all identical guest physical pages pointing back to the same machine physical page in the hypervisor’s page table.

We monitor write access of pages with a hardware-snooping based memory trace monitoring system, which is able to capture all memory write references with fine cache-block granularity, thus we can use not only the count of write accesses for each page (coarse granularity), but also write access distribution of sub-pages (fine granularity), which will be a better hint for page classification. Additionally, hardware-assisted page access monitor introduces negligible overhead, thus our implementation of CMD is lightweight and efficient.

Overall, we have made the following contributions:

- We perform a detailed profiling of KSM, we find that page content comparisons contribute a certain portion of the whole KSM run-time (about 44%). And futile comparisons contribute most of the page comparison overhead (about 83%).
- To reduce futile comparison overhead meanwhile to detect page sharing opportunities efficiently, we propose a lightweight page Classification-based Memory Deduplication approach named CMD. In CMD, pages are grouped into different classifications based on page access characteristics, the large global comparison trees are divided into multiple trees with dedicated local ones in each classification. Page comparisons are performed just in the same classification, and pages from different classifications are never compared (since they probably result in futile comparisons).
- We implement the CMD in our real experimental system. The experimental results show that, compared with the baseline KSM, the CMD can efficiently detect page sharing opportunities (by more than 98%) meanwhile reduce the number of page comparisons (by about 68.5%), and the futile comparison rate is also reduced by about 12.15% on average.
If multiple pages with same content are detected during a scan round, one of the pages is selected as the KSM page (or identical page), then other duplicate pages are merged and shared with the single KSM page, which is implemented by replacing the page table entries of duplicate pages to map to the KSM page, and the original space of duplicate pages are reclaimed and saved. Duplicated Pages are shared with Copy-On-Write (COW) mechanism, which means that all page table entries of duplicate pages are mapped with read-only permission. If a VM attempts to write a shared page, a page fault named COW fault will be triggered. The hypervisor handles the fault by allocating a new page frame and making a private copy of the page for the requesting VM, then the VM writes data in this new private page.

Nowadays, KSM maintains only two global red-black comparison trees for the whole memory pages of a hosting server, as shown in Figure 1 the stable tree and the unstable tree. Nodes of these two global trees are indexed directly with the content of pages (as key of red-black nodes). The stable tree maintains search structure for shared pages, while the unstable tree maintains only pages that are not yet shared. In each scan round, a candidate page is firstly compared with pages in the stable tree. If there is a match with an existed KSM page, the candidate page will be merged and shared with this matched KSM page. Otherwise, it needs to be further searched in the unstable tree: If there is a match in the unstable tree, the matched page will be removed from the unstable tree, then it will be merged with the candidate page and migrated into the stable tree with write-protected; if no match is found, the candidate page is inserted into the unstable tree (as a leaf node). In each full scan round, the unstable tree needs to be reconstructed, which means that pages in the unstable tree need to be re-inserted into the unstable tree to get the correct node position. This is because that pages in the unstable tree are not write-protected, and content of these pages might be modified during the scan round. As the increasing capacity of main memory, the size of these two global trees expands proportionally. Since KSM does not take any page access characteristics into account, for a candidate page, it needs to be compared content with a large number of uncorrelated pages which will induce massive futile comparisons.

There is a tradeoff of controlling the page scan speed of KSM. Fast scan can detect more page sharing opportunities, especially for short-lived page-sharing, however it will induce heavy CPU overhead due to frequent page content comparisons. Slow scan, on the other side, might lose some short-lived page sharing opportunities, but the CPU overhead is relatively lightweight. In KSM, the kernel thread scans pages of VMs in a batch-by-batch manner: all candidate pages are firstly separated into batches with each batch having the same number of pages; after scanning all pages in a batch, the KSM thread goes to sleep for a specified time; then it continues to scan pages in the next batch. The scan speed can be controlled by configuring the number of pages in a batch (it is 100 by default) and the sleep time between batches (20ms by default). Before a page is searched in the unstable tree, the checksum of it is re-calculated and then compared with its last checksum. The checksum serves as a filter of page comparisons in the unstable tree: if the checksum remains the same, it is a candidate page, and the page can be searched and compared with pages in the unstable tree; otherwise, it is considered as a volatile page and it will not be searched in the unstable tree. The computation of page checksum also induces some CPU overhead to the system (as shown in Figure 2).

2.2 Profiling of KSM

Table 1 shows the KSM characteristics with different configurations in our experimental system with 8GB memory (please refer to Section 4 for detailed system configuration). In KSM, there are two parameters that control scan-speed which can affect KSM sharing efficiency and run-time overhead: pages_to_scan and sleep_milliseconds, which represents the number of pages to be scanned in a batch before the KSM thread goes to sleep, and how many milliseconds of time the KSM thread will sleep before turning to scan pages of the next batch of respectively. We adopt the default value of sleep_milliseconds as 20ms and vary pages_to_scan from 100 (default, as C0) to 3200 (as C5). For our experimental system with 8GB physical memory, the corresponding of a full.
scan time is varied from 400 seconds to 12.5 seconds respectively.

Figure 2 shows the KSM run-time overhead breakdown and the CPU Utilization of the KSM thread as the number of pages to be scanned in a batch varied from 100 (C0) to 3200 (C5) with four guest VMs collocated on the host server. We can see that as the number of pages scanned in a batch increasing, the CPU utilization increase correspondingly, it is about 8.52% for C1, it increase up to 24.13% for C3 and 53.09% for C5. The induced CPU overhead will degrade the performance of VMs, although it can find more page sharing opportunities (as shown in Figure 3). The KSM run-time overhead can be divided into 3 parts: page checksum, page comparison, and others. Page checksum overhead represents the time spending on calculating checksum of candidate pages to check whether it is volatile; page comparison overhead represents the time spending on page content comparison in both the global stable tree and unstable tree, and others represent the other KSM run-time overhead, such as inserting nodes in trees or removing nodes from trees, merging pages to be shared with COW, breaking COW when a shared page is modified. We can see that the overhead of page checksum and page comparison portions remain nearly the same (they don’t change with the scan speed). The page comparison contributes about 44% and the page checksum contributes about 22% of the total KSM run-time, while others contributes about 34%.

Figure 3 shows the number of page sharing opportunities with 4 VMs as the number of pages to scan in a batch varied from 100 (C0) to 3200 (C5) with four guest VMs collocated on the host server. We can see that, as the number of pages scanned in a batch increases, the KSM can detect almost all potential page sharing opportunities. Thus in the latter of this paper, without particularly pointed out, we will adopt C2 as our default KSM configuration.

Figure 4 shows the number of total page comparisons and futile comparisons as the KSM thread running with 4 VMs, where KSM is configured to scan 400 pages and then sleep 20 milliseconds (default) in each batch.

The number of page sharing opportunities increases linearly. We can also see that although periodically repeated page comparisons can detect some additional page sharing opportunities, most of them are futile comparisons, which also increase almost linearly along with page scans periodically. We define the term Futile Rate as follows:

\[
\text{Futile Rate} = \frac{\text{Futile PC Num}}{\text{Total PC Num}} \tag{1}
\]

Where Futile PC Num represents the number of futile page comparisons (failed to find sharing page), and Total PC Num represents the total number of page comparisons as periodically scans.
We can see that the \textbf{Futile Rate} is finally become steady at about 83.64\%. Thus we can conclude that: since nowadays the KSM compares pages with two large global trees and it does not take page access characteristics into account, most of the page comparisons are futile and do nothing help to find page sharing opportunities, thus it will induce heavy CPU overhead (about 44\% as shown in Figure 2). And our goal of this paper is to reduce futile page comparisons overhead meanwhile detect page sharing opportunities efficiently in KSM page scans.

3. \textbf{Classification-Based Memory Deduplication}

In this section, we firstly introduce the overview of page Classification-based Memory Deduplication in subsection 3.1. Then we introduce a lightweight hardware-assisted approach to monitor page access characteristics in subsection 3.2. Finally, we introduce three different page classification approaches and analyze their Pros and Cons in subsection 3.3.

3.1 Overview

Since the KSM simply maintains two global comparison trees for all memory pages of a hosting server. To detect page sharing opportunities, each candidate page needs to be compared with a large number of uncorrelated pages in the global trees repeatedly, which will induce massive futile comparisons. The key innovation to reduce futile comparison is to break the global comparison trees into multiple small trees (with less page nodes in each one). Pages are grouped into multiple classifications, with dedicated local comparison tree in each page classification. A candidate page needs only to be compared with pages in its local comparison tree of its classification, which contains less page nodes. But the pages in its local tree are having much higher probability to have same content with the candidate page, thus it can reduce futile comparisons meanwhile detect page sharing opportunities efficiently.

There are two requirements for page classification approaches: (1) pages with high probability to have same content should be grouped into the same classification, thus the scan thread can detect page sharing opportunities in its local classification tree, as efficient as scanning pages in the global trees. And pages with low probability to have same content should be separated into different classifications, thus they will never be compared with each other. This can reduce futile page comparisons. (2) The page classification approach needs to be balanced, which means that the number of page nodes in each page classification should be nearly the same. Unbalanced page classification will result in a few of page classifications having large number of page nodes, and page comparisons in them will still induce massive futile comparisons as in the global comparison trees.

Figure 5 shows the page classification based memory deduplication named CMD. In CMD, there is a memory access monitor to capture all memory accesses to pages, especially write memory accesses, since write accesses modify pages content and thus affect page sharing opportunities. The memory access monitor maintains page access characteristics for each page: once a write access to a page is captured, it updates the page access characteristics of the corresponding page (e.g. write count). The page classification manager is responsible to group pages into different classifications based on page access characteristics: pages with similar access characteristics are grouped into the same classification. The page classification are performed in each scan round, which means that the access characteristics of pages captured during the last scan round are used to guide page classification in this scan round. And the memory access monitor continues to capture access characteristics of pages during this scan round, which will be used in the next scan round.

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{fig5}
\caption{The page classification based memory deduplication implemented with KSM.}
\end{figure}
After pages are grouped into classifications, there is a dedicated stable tree and a dedicated unstable tree in each page classification. In each scan, pages searching and comparison are performed in a classification-by-classification manner. In each page classification, a candidate page is firstly compared with pages in the local stable tree of its classification, if no match is found, the candidate page needs to be further compared with pages in the local unstable tree. When searching and comparison of all candidate pages in a classification finished, it starts to scan pages in the next classification. After finishing all pages scanning in all classifications, the the KSM thread will start the next scan round.

Figure 6 shows the classification based KSM tree algorithm flowchart. In each KSM periodic scan, the KSM kernel thread gets next page to be scanned, it firstly gets page classification from page classification manager and then searches in its local stable tree. If a match is found, the candidate page is merged with its identical page into its local stable tree. Otherwise, it gets page modification information (by comparing new calculated checksum with last checksum of the page), if the page is modified during last scan, it is considered to be volatile, and it will not be searched in the local unstable tree; if it is not modified, it is searched and compared with pages in its local unstable tree. If a match is found, they are merged into a shared page and migrated to its local stable tree; if no match is found, the candidate page is inserted into its local unstable tree. After finishing all pages searching in each scan round, all unstable trees in all page classifications need to be destroyed and re-constructed in the next scan round. Pages classifications also need to be updated based on page access characteristics which is monitored in this scan round.

3.2 Page Access Monitor

In this paper, we adopt a hybrid hardware/software memory trace monitoring system named HMTT [7], which is based on hardware snooping technology. HMTT is DDR3 SDRAM compatible, and it is able to monitor full-system memory reference traces, including OS, VMMs, libraries, applications, and it has also been enhanced to support fine-grained objects [13], locks [18]. Figure 7 shows the HMTT board. It acts as a DIMM adaptor between the motherboard DIMM and the DRAM DIMM, thus it can monitor all memory transaction signals (issued to DRAM devices plugged on the HMTT board) on the DDR3 command bus. Then the corresponding memory read/write access references can be reconstructed based on interpreting DDR3 protocol with the FPGA on the HMTT board, thus HMTT can capture all memory traces at cache block granularity (since processors access DRAM memory when last level cache miss) on a real system. We have also implemented a PCIe interface on the HMTT to send memory traces to another machine with high bandwidth, thus the HMTT can support monitoring workloads with long-time running (e.g. hours). For more implementation detail, please visit the HMTT home page at http://asg.ict.ac.cn/hmtt/.

In this work, we don’t need to get detailed memory access traces, instead, we just need write access characteristics of pages, such as write access count, write distribution of sub-pages. Thus we can directly maintain the access information of pages with a SDRAM buffer on the HMTT board. When a write access is monitored, it gets the physical page

2 In this version, it can work with DDR3-800MHz.
3 The HMTT is plugged directly on the motherboard DIMM, and the DRAM DIMM is plugged on the HMTT board.
frame number (PFN) from request address, then it updates the access characteristics of the page. Furthermore, we have also implemented a Gigabit Ethernet interface on the HMTT as shown in Figure 7 and the page access information is sent periodically back to the experimental server with this Ethernet interface (the time interval is smaller than the KSM scan period). In software, we have implemented a shared memory buffer between the receiving process and the kernel (as a kernel module), thus the KSM thread can get the feedback page access characteristics periodically, and this feedback information is used to guide page classification. Since the HMTT adopts hardware snooping technology, monitoring page access characteristics introduces negligible overhead to the hosting server. And furthermore, HMTT can capture memory accesses at fine granularity (e.g. cache block), thus we can get more detailed and fine-grained page access characteristics, such as write access distribution among sub-pages. In contemporary processors, there is only an access bit and a dirty bit for each page can be used to indicate whether it is accessed or written recently. Although HMTT is an assistant device that can not be deployed in every server node, the main logic for memory access monitoring and counting can be easily integrated into on-chip memory controller. Here we only evaluate the benefit of such a mechanism while leaving the architecture issue for future research.

3.3 Page Classification

Page classification algorithm is critical to reduce futile page comparisons meanwhile to detect page sharing opportunities efficiently. In this paper, we consider the following three simple page classification algorithms:

- **CMD_Address**: pages are statically classified by their physical addresses (or page frame number). For example, in our experimental system with 8GB physical memory, pages are grouped into 8 classifications like that: pages with address from 0B to 1GB are classified into classification 0, pages with address from 1GB to 2GB are classified into classification 1, and so on. CMD_Address approach is probably to group pages into different partitions in balance, thus it can reduce page comparisons within each classification. However, it might lose some page sharing opportunities since it does not take page access characteristics into account, pages with the same content might be placed into different classifications, and they have no chance to be compared and shared with each other.

- **CMD_PageCount**: the memory access monitor captures count of write accesses for each page during each scan round, and pages are simply partitioned by their write access count. For example, when we set the write access threshold as 8, then pages with the count of write accesses from 0 to 8 are placed into classification 0, and pages with the count from 8 to 16 are placed into classification 1, and so on. CMD_PageCount considers access characteristics as a whole page, thus it can improve classification accuracy rate and detect more page sharing opportunities.

- **CMD_Subpage_Distribution**: each page is divided into multiple sub-pages (e.g. 4 1KB sub-pages), and the memory access monitor maintains write access characteristics for all sub-pages. Pages with the same sub-page access distribution are grouped into the same classification. Figure 9 shows an example of page classification based on sub-page distribution. A page is divided into 8 sub-pages, each sub-page is with a dirty bit to indicate whether it is written (or modified) during a scan round. In this example, the page has only three sub-pages of 1,2,7 being written, thus the classification of this page is (0,1,0,0,0,0,1). With fine grained sub-page access characteristics, CMD_Subpage_Distribution has more opportunity to group pages with the same content into the same classification, thus it can detect page sharing opportunities more efficient.

In addition to the above page classification approach, we can make some optimizations to further reduce page com-

---

**Figure 8.** The overview of partitioned based KSM.

![Image of page 71](image-url)

**Figure 9.** An example of CMD_Subpage_Distribution page classification.
comparison overhead. Pages that have not been modified during last scan round can be treated as a special classification. And they don’t need to be searched and compared with each other, because the content of these pages have been compared and failed to find any sharing opportunities before. If the content of them are not modified, page comparisons in this classification will definitely result in futile page comparisons. Thus for this page classification, we can just put pages in a set without maintaining any comparison trees.

4. Experimental Methodology

We carried out our experiments with two 2.00GHz Intel Xeon E5504 processors with EPT enabled. Each E5504 processor has 4 physical cores and we have disabled the Hyper-Thread. There are 3-level caches in each processor, the L1 instruction and data caches are 32KB each and the L2 cache is 256KB, both the L1 and L2 are private in each core. The L3 cache is 16-way 4MB and shared by all four cores in each processor. The cache block size is 64-Byte for all caches in the hierarchy. The total capacity of physical memory is 8GB with one dual-ranked of DDR3-800MHz. The host server runs CentOS-6.2 with Linux kernel 3.6.0. We implement CMD based on KSM of Linux 3.6.10. We use libpcap [5] to get ethernet packets with feedback page access characteristics from Ethernet interface of the HMTT board. We use QEMU [6] with KVM [2] (qemu-kvm-1.2.0) to support guest VMs. Each guest VM is configured with 1 virtual CPU and 2GB main memory, we boot 4 VMs in parallel as our default configuration. The guest VMs are running 64-bit CentOS-6.3 with Linux kernel 2.6.32-279. We choose to run the following workloads inside guest VMs:

- **Kernel Build**: we compile the Linux kernel 3.6.10 in guest VMs. We begin this benchmark after the VMs are fully booted and static sharing opportunities are detected.
- **Apache Server**: we run the ab [1] benchmark on Apache httpd server. We test a local web site in guest VMs with 24 of concurrency requests.
- **MySQL Database**: we run the SysBench [4] with MySQL database in guest VMs. We test database with 1-thread and the oltp-table-size is configured as 1500000.

The configuration parameters are set as follows:

For **CMD_Address**, we separate the 8GB machine physical memory into 8 page classifications with 1GB memory in each page classification. For **CMD_PageCount**, we adopt the write access count threshold for each page of 64, and since we adopt 16 page classifications, all pages that with write accesses exceeding 1024 are placed into the last page classification. And for **CMD_SubpageDistribution**, we adopt 4 sub-pages access distribution (with 1KB in each sub-page) to guide 16 page classifications. And to get the page classification as sub-page dirty map, we adopt a threshold of 16 for the number of write access to each sub-page, which means that when the number of write access for a sub-page exceeds 16, the dirty bit of this sub-page is set to 1; otherwise it is set to 0.

5. Experimental Results

Figure 10 shows the page sharing opportunities of different workloads with 4VMs. For **Kernel Build** workload in Figure 10(a), we can see that the KSM can detect the most page sharing opportunities (it is about 1.02E6 sharable pages). But since it maintains pages into large global comparison trees, candidate pages needs to be compared with a large number of uncorrelated page nodes, thus it takes a little longer time to reach its maximum page-sharing state. On the other hand, the **CMD_Adr** detects the least page sharing opportunities, it is only about 71% of the KSM (about 7.25E5). That is because the **CMD_Adr** groups pages into different classifications simply based on physical page frame number, but without taking any page access characteristics (which affect page content) into account. Pages with same content but with long-distance page frame number will be separated into different page classifications. And since this classification approach is static, these pages have no chance to be detected and shared with each other. The **CMD_PageCount** can detect about 87.1% (about 8.89E5) page sharing opportunities as the KSM, this is because it adopts coarse granularity page access characteristics (the count of write accesses in each scan round) to guide page classification. It can achieve higher accuracy, however there is still some room for improvement. Finally the **CMD_Subpage** is able to detect nearly the same page sharing opportunities (about 1.00E6), which is about 98% of the KSM. This result proves that fine-granularity sub-page write access distribution is a better guide for page classification. We can also see that the **CMD_Subpage** can detect page sharing opportunities more quickly than the KSM, since each candidate page costs less time overhead to be scanned and compared in its local comparison trees.

For **Apache workload** as shown in Figure 10(b), we can see that the KSM can detect almost the same page sharing opportunities (about 7.45E5) with the **CMD_PageCount** and the **CMD_Subpage** approach. However the **CMD_Adr** performs quite poor, it can detects about only 38.9% page sharing opportunities of the KSM (about 2.9E5). This further indicates that static page classification has poor adaptivity, and it needs to adopt dynamic page classification approach. In this paper we prove that fine granularity dynamic page access characteristics is a good hint for page classification, since it has a close relationship with page content and thus page sharing opportunities.

For **MySQL workload** as shown in Figure 10(c), we can see that the **CMD_Adr** and the **CMD_PageCount** detects almost the same page sharing opportunities (about 3.54E5),

---

4 However, they are not the best configurations, since we just choose them based on some coarse parameters searching.
which is about 91.5% of the KSM (about 3.87E5). It is worth noting that the CMD_Subpage can detect even more page sharing opportunities (about 4.69E5), which is about 1.21x of the KSM. The probable reason for it is that, in MySQL workload, there exists abundant short-lived page sharing opportunities. However the KSM is failed to detect them since it costs longer comparison time for each candidate page which inducing massive futile comparisons. They can be detected by the CMD_Subpage approach, because for each candidate page, it can be scanned more quickly just in its local comparison tree, which makes it detect short-lived page sharing opportunity more efficient.

Figure 11 shows the number of pages comparisons of different workloads with 4 VMs. For Kernel Build workload as shown in Figure 11(a), we can see that the KSM with large global comparison trees induces the most number of page comparisons. While the CMD_Addr has the least number of page comparisons, it is about 56.8% of the KSM. The CMD_PageCount and the CMD_Subpage have nearly the same number of page comparisons, it is about 73.3% of the KSM. Although the CMD_Subpage induces about 1.08x of page comparisons than the CMD_Addr, it can detect page sharing opportunities more efficient (as shown in Figure 10). For Apache workload as shown in Figure 11(b), the KSM also has the most number of page comparisons, and the CMD_Addr has the least number of page comparisons which is about 55.5% of the KSM. The CMD_PageCount and the CMD_Subpage have almost the same page comparisons, which is about 55.7% of the KSM. For MySQL workload as shown in Figure 11(c), The CMD_Addr also has the least number page comparisons, which is about 71.2% of the KSM. While the CMD_Subpage is about 76.6% of the KSM, this is less than the CMD_PageCount, which is about 86% of the KSM. Thus we can conclude that the CMD_Subpage is the best tradeoff between detecting page sharing opportunities and reducing page comparisons (especially futile comparisons).

Figure 12 shows the percentage of futile rate reduction with 4 VMs, where the baseline is with the KSM approach. We can see that all these three approaches can reduce futile rate. On average it can reduce at about 4.77%,
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Figure 12. The percentage of futile rate reduction with 4 VMs, where the baseline is with the KSM approach.

Figure 13. The average CPU Utilization Rate of the KSM kernel thread for different approaches. The CPU Utilization is got from top measurements taken every second.

6.35% and 12.15% for the CMD_Addr, CMD_PageCount and CMD_Subpage respectively. The maximum reduction of the CMD_Subpage approach is about 13.62% for MySQL workload. This result prove the accuracy of the CMD_Subpage approach for page classification, which is based on fine granularity sub-page access distribution characteristics.

Figure 13 shows the average CPU Utilization Rate of the KSM kernel thread for different approaches. We get the CPU Utilization from top measurements taken every second. We can see that all the other three CMD approaches (dividing the global comparison tree into multiple comparison trees) can reduce the CPU overhead compared with the KSM. For Kernel Build workload, the CPU Utilization Rate is about 24.98% for the KSM, which is reduce to 18.00%, 19.45% and 19.65% for the CMD_Addr, CMD_PageCount and CMD_Subpage respectively. This is main because that the CMD approaches can reduce the number of futile page comparisons and reduce the CPU run-time overhead. For the Apache workload, the CPU Utilization Rate is about 38.12% for the KSM, and it reduces to 27.48%, 29.44% and 29.12% for the CMD_Addr, CMD_PageCount and CMD_Subpage respectively. For the MySQL workload, the CPU Utilization Rate is about 26.40% for the KSM, and it reduces to 18.86%, 21.28% and 20.05% for the CMD_Addr, CMD_PageCount and CMD_Subpage respectively.

6. Related Work

Limited main memory size has become one of the major bottlenecks in virtualization environment, and as an efficient approach to reduce server memory requirement, memory deduplication thus has attracted a large body of work on it. Disco virtual machine monitor (VMM) [10] was one of the first systems that implemented page sharing technique, however it needed to modify the guest OS to explicitly track page changes to build knowledge of identical pages. The content-based page sharing (CBPS) technique was firstly exemplified by VMWare’s ESX server [29], in which CBPS required no assistance from the guest OS and it was performed transparently in the hypervisor layer. Thus CBPS had become the most widely used page sharing technique both in industry and academia. Kloster et al. [20] designed and implemented content based page sharing in the Xen hypervisor. They found that the unified disk caches were often the most significant cause of redundancy in virtualized systems.

KSM (Kernel Samepage Merging) [6] is a scanning based mechanism to detect page sharing opportunities. KSM is implemented as a kernel thread, which periodically scans pages of guest VMs to detect identical pages (based on page content comparison). Chang et al. [12] conducted empirical study on the effectiveness of KSM for various kind of workloads. They found KSM achieved effective memory sharing which could reduce memory usage by around 50% for I/O-bound applications. And they also found KSM would cause higher run-time overhead for CPU-bound applications caused by futile page comparisons. Rachamalla et al. [24] studied the trade-off between KSM performance and CPU overhead with different KSM configurations, then they developed an adaptive scheme to maximize sharing opportunities at minimal overhead. Barker et al. [8] proposed an empirical study of memory sharing in virtual machines through an exploration and analysis of memory traces captured from real user machines and controlled virtual machines, they found that sharing tended to be significantly more modest, and the self-sharing contributed a significant majority of the total sharing potential. Yang et al. [32] evaluated memory overcommit features of memory sharing and swapping in Xen, they also proposed an adaptive memory overcommit policy to reach higher VM density without sacrificing performance.

Gupta et al. proposed Difference Engine [17] to firstly support sub-page sharing, in which full memory pages were broken down into multiple sub-pages and memory sharing was performed at the fine sub-page granularity. They further proposed patching technique which would store similar pages by constructing patches, and worked together with compression of non-shared pages to reduce the memory
footprint. With these optimizations, it could save memory up to 90% between VMs running similar applications and operating systems, and up to 65% even across VMs running disparate workloads. Wood et al. \[30\] proposed Memory Buddies which adopted intelligent VM collocation within a data center to aggressively exploit page sharing benefits. KSM++ \[21\] adopted I/O-based hints in the host to make the memory scanning process more efficient and to exploit short-lived sharing opportunities. Miller et al. \[22\] proposed a more effective memory deduplication scanner XLH, which could exploit sharing opportunities earlier. XLH generated page hints in the host’s virtual file system layer, then moved them earlier into the merging stage. Thus XLH could find short-lived sharing opportunities. However, the XLH could only work for virtual machines with intensive file, and it still adopted the KSM with global trees for the whole system memory. Chiang et al. \[14\] proposed a Generalized Memory de-duplication engine that leveraged the free memory pool information in guest VMs and treated the free memory pages as duplicates of an all-zero page to improve the efficiency of memory de-duplication.

Satori system \[23\] implemented sharing by watching for identical regions of memory when read from disk, it could find short-lived sharing opportunities effectively, however it required modifications to the guest operating systems. Sharma et al. \[24\] extended the page deduplication of KSM for page caches, they proposed Singleton to address the double-caching problem, which implemented an exclusive cache for the host and guest page cache hierarchy. Kim et al. \[19\] proposed a group-based memory deduplication scheme that allowed the hypervisor to run with multiple deduplication threads, each of which was in charge of its dedicated group. However their sharing group was aimed to provide performance isolation and secure protection among different groups. Deng et al. \[15\] also proposed a similar memory sharing mechanism based on user groups to support isolation and trustworthiness mechanism between different users on the same host. Both of the above work did not take futile page comparison overhead into account, while our goal of page classification in this paper is to reduce futile page comparison overhead based on page access characteristics. Sha et al. proposed SmartKSM \[26\] to divide memory footprints into several sets in KSM based on page types and process aspect. Sindelar et al. \[28\] proposed the design of graph models to capture page sharing across VMs. They also developed sharing-aware algorithms that could collocate VMs with similar page content on the same physical server. Xia and Dinda \[31\] argued that in virtualized large scale parallel systems, both intra- and inter-node memory content sharing was common, they then proposed an effective sharing memory detection system by using a distributed hash table. In IBM Active Memory Deduplication \[11\], the hypervisor created signatures for physical pages (in a deduplication table) to reduce full page content comparison overhead.

7. Conclusion

In this paper, we firstly perform a detailed profiling of the KSM run-time, and we find that there exists massive futile page comparisons, because the KSM thread scans on two large global comparison trees. We then propose a lightweight page Classification-based Memory Deduplication approach named CMD. In CMD, pages are divided into different classifications based on page access characteristics, and the large global comparison trees are divided into multiple trees with dedicated ones in each page classification. Page comparisons are performed just in the same classification, and pages from different classifications are never searched and compared with each other, since they are probably futile comparisons. We adopt a lightweight hardware assisted memory trace monitoring system to capture fine granularity page access characteristics. We implement CMD based on KSM in our real experimental system, and the experimental results show that the CMD can detect page sharing opportunities efficiently (more than 98% of the KSM), meanwhile reduce page comparisons and reduce the futile rate by about 12.15% on average with fine granularity sub-page access distribution characteristics.
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